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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
August 13, 2022 
 
VIKTOR HOVLAND  ( -6) 
 
 
Q.  So after each bogey today you bounced back with a birdie. How did that go down? 
 
VIKTOR HOVLAND:  Yeah, I didn't even notice that I did that. Trying to work a little bit more 
on, after I make a bogey or make a bad swing, not trying to let that affect my round too 
much, just try to get back into position and believe that I can make a birdie on the next hole. 
Obviously when you do that, that's nice, that makes it a little easier to get over it, too. 
 
Yeah, made plenty of birdies, but just making a few too many mistakes to really get that low 
round. 
 
Q.  Was there a particular birdie that stood out to you today? 
 
VIKTOR HOVLAND:  The birdie on 3 was pretty nice because I birdied 1 and obviously off 
to a nice start. But bogeyed the next one with a wedge out of the rough and a little 
disappointed with that. Then I pulled my second shot on 3 way left on the cart path and took 
a drop and it was a really hard shot and I hit a flop shot, hit it to maybe 10, 12 feet and made 
a putt. So that was a nice kind of momentum birdie early in the round.  
 
Q.  A tale of two different 67s from the first round to today. How would you describe 
the difference in those two rounds? 
 
VIKTOR HOVLAND:  Very similar, I would say, although it doesn't look like it on the 
scorecard, I would say. I was maybe out of position a little too many times today, but I feel 
like I was also a little bit out of position the first day, but I was able to salvage pars a lot 
better, but I didn't get as close to the flags to make enough birdies, which I kind of did today. 
They were pretty similar, although they look different on the scorecards. 
 
Q.  Is there anything you're going to be working on as you go into tomorrow, or game 
plan overall? 
 
VIKTOR HOVLAND:  Yeah, I need to hit my longer clubs a little bit better. My driving and 
kind of longer irons are usually my strength but hasn't really been that way recently, so I 
need to work on that and do some chipping. 
 


